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IREN JOURNEY TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE FINANCE

2016 2017 2018 2019 DEBT STRUCTURE

 Green bank guarantees

with BBVA 10m€

 Sustainability-linked

revolving credit facility

(RCF) 150 m€

 Green Bond

500 m€

 EIB loan for

electricity

networks 75m€

 Green Bond

500 m€
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25%
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1st

ITALIAN LOCAL UTILITY 
TO HAVE ISSUED 2 
GREEN BONDS

1 billion €
TOTAL AMOUNT ISSUED

2015

 EIB loan for

DH and Waste

130m€

 EIB loan for

Hydro 180m€



SUSTAINABILITY GOVERNANCE

 Chairman

 Deputy Chairman

 15/18 representatives by 

Institutions, Associations and 

organisations from civil society

 CSR

 Risk Management

 4 BoD members

 CSR

 Finance

 Investor Relations

 Planning and Control

#1
CONTROL, RISK AND 
SUSTAINABILITY 
COMMITTEE

#1
SUSTAINABLE FINANCE 
COMMITTEE

#5
LOCAL COMMITTEES

#2
CSR DEPARTMENT

RISK MANAGEMENT 
DEPARTMENT

The CSR and RM departments 

depend directly on the Deputy 

Chairman for the management of 

the functions assigned to them.

CHAIRMAN DEPUTY 

CHAIRMAN

CEO

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 5th in the Top 10 ranking of the 

2019 Integrated Governance 

Index, for the integration of ESG 

factors within business strategies



REPORTING STRUCTURE



DISCLAIMER

The Manager in charge of drawing up the corporate accounting documents and the Chief Financial Officer of IREN

S.p.A., Mr. Massimo Levrino, hereby declares, pursuant to paragraph 2 of article 154 bis of the Consolidated Finance Act

(Legislative Decree No 58/1998), that the accounting information contained in this presentation is consistent with the accounting

documents, records and books.

This document was prepared by IREN mainly for use during meetings with investors and financial analysts. This document does not

constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy or subscribe shares and neither this entire document or any portion of it may

constitute a basis or provide a reference for any contract or commitment.

Some of the information contained in this document may contain projected data or estimates that are based on current expectations

and on opinions developed by IREN and are based on current plans, estimates, projections and projects. Consequently, it is

recommended that they be viewed as indicative only.

Projected data and estimates entail risks and uncertainties. There are a number of factors that could produce significant differences

between projected results and actual results. In addition, results may be affected by trends that are often difficult to anticipate, are

generally beyond IREN’s control and could produce results and developments that are substantially different from those explicitly or

implicitly described or computed in the abovementioned projected data and estimates. The non-exhaustive list that follows being

provided merely by way of example, these risks include: significant changes in the global business scenario, fluctuations in the prices

of certain commodities, changes in the market’s competitive conditions and changes in the general regulatory framework.

Notice is also given that projected data are valid only on the date they are produced. Except for those cases in which the applicable statutes

require otherwise, IREN assumes no obligation to provide updates of the abovementioned estimates and projected data.


